Meeting held at Northam on Monday, 20 May 2019

WEATHER: Showers  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE:  18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 1.00pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 2 RED ELECTRICAL (20/5), Race 9 CROCODILE BOLT (20/5), Race 12 DANDALUP JESTER (20/5),
TEGAN ROSE (20/5)
Illness: Race 2 SUNSET MOO MOO (20/5), Race 5 HELLO DARCEY (20/5)
Ineligible: Race 5 COOL TALENT (16/5)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 4 LINGARD (20/5)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23 - Race 11 SCHMICK AS x 10 days (10.20am)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 1 TURNED UP MOMENT x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 5 Ezy Dollars, Race 9 Oriental Owen

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/509 - Maiden - 1:27 PM
(509M): LOVED UP MOMENT began quickly. WAGTAIL MAUDE & RYDER'S GOGO began slowly. WAGTAIL
MAUDE & RYDER'S GOGO collided soon after the start. LOVED UP MOMENT, SPRAY AND WIPE & NITRO MINI
collided on the first turn. WAGTAIL MAUDE & SPRAY AND WIPE collided on the first turn. RYDER'S GOGO, NITRO
MINI & TURNED UP MOMENT raced wide on the first turn. RYDER'S GOGO & TURNED UP MOMENT collided at the
catching pen. GLOBAL GIRL checked off the heels of WAGTAIL MAUDE on the second turn. GLOBAL GIRL & NITRO
MINI collided on the third turn. RYDER'S GOGO & TURNED UP MOMENT collided on the home turn and in the home
straight. TURNED UP MOMENT shifted in and collided with RYDER'S GOGO in the home straight, TURNED UP
MOMENT raced ungenerously and under R71 has been placed on a field satisfactory trial.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/297 - Novice - 1:42 PM
(297M): ALL TEMPTATION began quickly. CROCODILE FLASH began slowly. MARCIAL checked off the heels of
HEZA HARLEY soon after the start. IT'S A KURI checked off the heels of GOOD GIRL BRANDI soon after the start. IT'S
A KURI & CROCODILE FLASH collided on the first turn. IT'S A KURI raced wide on the first turn. ALL TEMPTATION &
GOOD GIRL BRANDI collided on the first turn. MARCIAL checked off the heels of ALL TEMPTATION on the first turn.
ALL TEMPTATION checked off the heels of HEZA HARLEY on the home turn. ROMAN BLUE checked off the heels of
GOOD GIRL BRANDI on the home turn.

Race 3 - Grade 6/Country/297 (1) - Grade 6 - 2:02 PM
(297M): ROLLIE BEXON & AYSUM BLACK began slowly. ROLLIE BEXON, AYSUM BLACK & ASHY LARRY collided
soon after the start, AYSUM BLACK & ASHY LARRY lost ground. BELLA BOMB, NEO HA HA & HOSIER LANE
collided soon after the start, NEO HA HA lost ground. AYSUM BLACK & ASHY LARRY collided soon after the start.
ROLLIE BEXON & BELLA BOMB collided approaching the first turn. AYSUM BLACK & HOSIER LANE collided
approaching the first turn. AYSUM BLACK checked off the heels of HOSIER LANE and collided with NEO HA HA
approaching the first turn. ROLLIE BEXON, BELLA BOMB & LADY ZELLWEGER collided on the first turn. ROLLIE
BEXON, ASHY LARRY & BELLA BOMB collided approaching the home turn. BELLA BOMB & LADY ZELLWEGER
collided on the home turn. AYSUM BLACK & LADY ZELLWEGER collided heavily on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed BELLA BOMB has a laceration - left hind paw and has been stood down for
14 days.

Race 4 - Grade 5/Country/297 (1) - Grade 5 - 2:24 PM
(297M): NIGHT CHARM, WAYNE'S ROCKET, TIGER KEEPING & WAGTAIL MAVIS began quickly. CANYA FAB began slowly. NIGHT CHARM, RAGLAN DIVA & WAYNE'S ROCKET collided soon after the start. JAYELL MAGIC & SMURF collided soon after the start. TIGER KEEPING & WAGTAIL MAVIS collided soon after the start and approaching the first turn. NIGHT CHARM & WAYNE'S ROCKET collided approaching the first turn. JAYELL MAGIC & SMURF collided approaching the first turn. NIGHT CHARM galloped on the heels of WAYNE'S ROCKET on the first turn, NIGHT CHARM lost ground and collided with RAGLAN DIVA. NIGHT CHARM & TIGER KEEPING collided on the first turn. WAYNE'S ROCKET checked off the heels of WAGTAIL MAVIS on the first turn. JAYELL MAGIC & TIGER KEEPING collided on the first turn, JAYELL MAGIC lost ground. CANYA FAB checked off the heels of WAYNE'S ROCKET on the first turn. SMURF checked off the heels of CANYA FAB on the first turn. NIGHT CHARM & RAGLAN DIVA collided in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Country/297 (2) - Grade 5 - 2:42 PM

(297M): EZY DOLLARS & LINGARD began quickly. FERNANDO STEALTH & PEACE MAN began slowly. FERNANDO STEALTH & BULLET PASS collided soon after the start. EZY DOLLARS & LINGARD collided soon after the start. PEACE MAN checked off the heels of KABO'S WINLOCK on the first turn. LINGARD checked off the heels of EZY DOLLARS and collided with KABO'S WINLOCK on the first turn, LINGARD stumbled and lost ground. BULLET PASS checked off the heels of LINGARD on the first turn. FERNANDO STEALTH & LINGARD collided on the first turn. SHINBONER checked off the heels of KABO'S WINLOCK on the home turn. PEACE MAN checked off the heels of BULLET PASS on the home turn.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/6 (mid Dist)/Country/588 - Mixed 4/5/6 (mid Dist) - 3:05 PM

(588M): HELLO I'M KEV, ZAMAZAN & BERYLLIUM began quickly. VILLAFLY began slowly. HELLO I'M KEV & ZAMAZAN collided approaching the first turn. VILLAFLY checked off the heels of RAPPA FLASH on the first turn. VILLAFLY checked off the heels of BERYLLIUM approaching the second turn. ZAMAZAN checked off the heels of RAPPA FLASH on the second turn. VILLAFLY & SHAWSY collided approaching the fourth turn, VILLAFLY lost ground.

Race 7 - Grade 4/Country/297 - Grade 4 - 3:25 PM

(297M): CHASIN' DESTINY & TYLER KEEPING began quickly. JET FLYER & SMARTY HOOK began slowly. LEGEND SEEKER & MAQUE collided soon after the start. MAQUE, BLACK MOSEL & TRIPLE CROWN BLU collided soon after the start, BLACK MOSEL & TRIPLE CROWN BLU lost ground. TRIPLE CROWN BLU & SMARTY HOOK collided soon after the start. MAQUE & CHASIN' DESTINY collided approaching the first turn. JET FLYER & LEGEND SEEKER collided approaching the first turn, JET FLYER lost ground. BLACK MOSEL & TRIPLE CROWN BLU collided approaching the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER & CHASIN' DESTINY collided on the first turn. BLACK MOSEL checked off the heels of SMARTY HOOK and collided with TRIPLE CROWN BLU on the first turn, BLACK MOSEL & TRIPLE CROWN BLU lost ground. LEGEND SEEKER & CHASIN' DESTINY collided approaching the home turn. TRIPLE CROWN BLU checked off the heels of BLACK MOSEL approaching the home turn. CHASIN' DESTINY checked off the heels of LEGEND SEEKER on the home turn. JET FLYER & LEGEND SEEKER collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/509 - Mixed 5/6 - 3:42 PM

(509M): PICCADILLY began quickly. BLACK JOKER, NOTHING TO PROVE & YADA YADA began slowly. CROCODILE DAISY & WISE RHONDA collided soon after the start. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of JUST HER BEST soon after the start. ALLEGATIONS & CROCODILE DAISY collided soon after the start. ALLEGATIONS, CROCODILE DAISY, WISE RHONDA & JUST HER BEST collided on the first turn. JUST HER BEST raced wide on the first turn. CROCODILE DAISY checked off the heels of YADA YADA on the third turn. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of BLACK JOKER on the home turn. ALLEGATIONS checked off the heels of NOTHING TO PROVE on the home turn. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of BLACK JOKER in the home straight.

Race 9 - Free For All (s)/Country/297 - Free For All (s) - 4:04 PM

(297M): PEYTON PLACE & CECIL BENZ collided soon after the start. CECIL BENZ & SIN CITY BOY collided soon after the start. SIN CITY BOY, SO SHIROKURA & WINLOCK TABATHA collided soon after the start and approaching the first turn. MOLLY MONELLI checked off the heels of CECIL BENZ approaching the first turn. ORIENTAL OWEN & SIN CITY BOY collided on the first turn. SIN CITY BOY, SO SHIROKURA & WINLOCK TABATHA collided on the first turn, SO SHIROKURA & WINLOCK TABATHA lost ground. CECIL BENZ checked off the heels of SO SHIROKURA on the first turn. ORIENTAL OWEN & SIN CITY BOY collided approaching the finish line. PEYTON PLACE & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the finish line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed SIN CITY BOY has a laceration - stopper pad and has been stood down for 21 days.
Race 10 - Novice/Country/509 - Novice - 4:23 PM
(509M): VELOCITY MERINKA & WESTDALE ROSE began slowly. TRUDY KEEPING, WORKED UP MOMENT & SUKHAVATI collided soon after the start. SUKHAVATI, HARKLE & WILSHIRE GIRL collided soon after the start. WESTDALE ROSE checked off the heels of BIG BIRD soon after the start. VELOCITY MERINKA checked off the heels of WILSHIRE GIRL soon after the start. TRUDY KEEPING & WILSHIRE GIRL collided on the first turn. SUKHAVATI, VELOCITY MERINKA & WESTDALE ROSE collided on the first turn. SUKHAVATI, WILSHIRE GIRL & WESTDALE ROSE collided on the first turn, WESTDALE ROSE lost ground. TRUDY KEEPING checked off the heels of BIG BIRD on the second turn. SUKHAVATI & WESTDALE ROSE collided on the home turn.

(509M): FREAK ON KNEE, WISE ROSBERG & DARREN ALLEN began quickly. LUCY'S OTIS began slowly. ZIPPING MILLY & LUCY'S OTIS collided soon after the start. DILSTON DEVISE & DARREN ALLEN collided soon after the start, DILSTON DEVISE lost ground. WISE ROSBERG & DARREN ALLEN collided approaching the first turn. ZIPPING MILLY & LUCY'S OTIS collided approaching the first turn. DILSTON DEVISE checked off the heels of FERNANDO'S JEWEL and collided with LUCY'S OTIS approaching the first turn. DILSTON DEVISE checked off the heels of ZIPPING MILLY and collided with LUCY'S OTIS approaching the first turn. FREAK ON KNEE & WISE ROSBERG collided approaching the first turn. DILSTON DEVISE, DARREN ALLEN & LUCY'S OTIS raced wide on the first turn.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/297 (2) - Grade 6 - 5:13 PM
(297M): KARMA TRAIN began quickly. PURE PESH & HELLO I'M STEWIE began slowly. NAK FACTOR & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided soon after the start. CANUTE'S LAW & SANSA MONELLI collided soon after the start. SANSA MONELLI lost ground. NAK FACTOR, CANUTE'S LAW & BEB'S collided on the first turn. KILLA DOLLARS & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided on the first turn. BEB'S & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided on the first turn. KILLA DOLLARS checked off the heels of CANUTE'S LAW on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed SANSA MONELLI has a right foreleg - biceps brachii injury and a right hindleg - gracilis (back) muscle injury and has been stood down for 21 days.

FINAL.